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MESSAGE FROM THE MANAGING TRUSTEE
What a year 2021 has been! It marked one full year of seeing our IDIA scholars
‘attending classes’ in an online mode from their homes in some of the remotest
parts of the country. All thanks to a pestilent pandemic. Innovative methods for
inclusive online sensitization and training were adapted by IDIA teams across the
country to reach out to vulnerable and marginalised groups of students. Support
programmes on mental well being, digital literacy, English proficiency, virtual
internships, etc. were initiated to mitigate the hardships and to foster a sense of
interconnectedness. New partners came on board to support us with internships,
training and scholar development programmes. It gives me a sense of immense
joy to see the IDIA family grow and flourish in yet another globally challenging
year for all of us. We are looking forward to spread our reach farther and wider
with your support in 2022!
With warm regards,
Shishira Rudrappa

KEY HIGHLIGHTS

80+
VILLAGES/TOWNS/CITIES
VISITED FOR SENSITISATIONS

19500+
PEOPLE SENSITISED

114

SENSITISATIONS

70
TRAINEES IN 2021

25
NEW SCHOLARS IN 2021
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STORIES FROM THE GROUND
Read about IDIA Scholars who triumphed against many hardships to pursue their
dreams of studying law.

Fighting Inaccessibility Story of Anmol Raj, IDIA Scholar at National Law
University, Odisha

Due to the dynamism offered by
the legal field, it became Anmol's
dream to pursue law.
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Anmol Raj hails from Sonbhadra in Uttar Pradesh. His
father works as a sweeper at the Gram Panchayat and
financially supports the family of four with a monthly
salary of about Rs. 32,000. Anmol was born with a defect
in his left eye, due to which he had blurred vision since
birth. In 2012, when he was 15 years old, Anmol
suddenly lost vision in his right eye which was by then
his only functioning eye. Consequently, he dropped out
of his school when he was in the 10th standard and
underwent a long-haul treatment. Through the course of
the next 5 years, Anmol was completely away from
anything remotely related to academics and slowly
started to lose his skill sets that he had acquired
diligently by studying in his school. However, after a 5year frustrating gap in his studies, he resumed his
schooling and put in tremendous efforts to make up for
all the lost time. Due to the dynamism offered by the
legal field, it became his dream to pursue law. There was
no lawyer in his family or in the region where he came
from and that fueled his passion even more to pursue a
career that would make him different from others.
Moreover, he wants to help others and give back to
society.
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Overcoming Caste-Based
Discriminatory Barriers

and

Other

Story of Ratan Ram, IDIA Scholar at West
Bengal National University of Juridical
Sciences, Kolkata
Ratan is the son of a farmer who earns Rs. 90,000
annually. Both his parents have not had any formal
higher education. He belongs to the Scheduled
Caste category and has three siblings (one brother
and two sisters). Ratan wants to be a lawyer
because being a villager, he knows the problems
faced by the people of the village, especially
related to land rights and caste discrimination.
Due to lack of legal knowledge and unawareness
of rights, the life of a common man in a village is
subject to abuse by many powerful people. Entry
to temples in his village is restricted for the people
of his caste. He, himself, has faced discrimination
and rampant abuse. Therefore, he wishes to
spread awareness among his community about
the power of law. He aims to tackle these
problems, one at a time.
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Ratan wishes to spread awareness
among his community about the
power of law. He aims to tackle
these problems, one at a time.
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STORIES FROM THE GROUND - PART II
IDIA Student volunteers from law colleges across India spread awareness about
legal education in remote parts of India and among vulnerable communities. Here
are snippets from some of these sessions:

Sensitisation in villages in Naxalite prone areas
IDIA Pune Chapter collaborated with Path foundation in the month of January 2021 to conduct
a virtual sensitisation session for students in the villages of Gadchiroli district in western
Maharashtra, a Naxalite impacted area. The session, which was conducted in Hindi and Marathi
languages, saw a turn out of 60 students. Our team understood the difficulties faced by
students of that region. The team talked to them about law as a career option, importance of
law in everyday life, famous leaders who studied law, admission process to law college, and
much more.

Sensitisation for children of parents rescued from trafficking
IDIA Mumbai Chapter conducted a sensitisation session in association with Prerna NGO for the
children of parents who are survivors of human trafficking. More than 15 students from the
10th and 11th standards attended the session. Our team encouraged them to share their
ambitions and introduced them to the possibility of law as a career through various examples.
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Sensitisation for students studying a blind academy
IDIA West Bengal Chapter’s team comprising of individuals with diverse backgrounds and
experiences including law students, an IDIA alumni who is a practising lawyer, and IDIA
Directors, conducted a sensitisation programme for 46 students from Classes IX-XII of the
Ramakrishna Mission Blind Boys Academy, Narendrapur, West Bengal in December 2021. The
students responded eagerly to hypothetical scenarios related to law that were designed to
encourage their participation through analytical discussions. The team talked about law as a
tool of change and its application in diverse fields such as from space to sports. Two students
from the school have also been selected as IDIA Trainees.
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Sensitisation session in Assam
IDIA Assam Chapter conducted a sensitisation session for 90 students studying in 9th to 11th
standards at Ulubari H.S. School, Guwahati. The students were enthusiastic in learning about
the diverse fields in law. They were especially keen to learn about the power of law in pursuing
grassroot activism. We realised the gap in legal awareness, particularly among the people from
marginalised communities, from the questions posed by the students. It was an extremely
valuable experience for our team. We hope to see some of these students become lawyers and
fight for the rights of their communities!
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LEGAL AWARENESS PROGRAMMES
IDIA Odisha Chapter prepared a report on wages of the workers on NLUO
campus to check if their pay scales and ancillary employment benefits are in
line with the Code on Wages, 2019. They shared the report with their Vice
Chancellor and the Registrar from whom they received a positive response. A
dialogue has been initiated with the administration and the initial conversation
has been fruitful.

The Odisha Chapter also collaborated with Humara Bachpan to spread
awareness on rights of women including topics like workplace harassment,
domestic violence, and economic wages. The team conducted research on
these topics and prepared presentations for the sessions in both English and
Odia to make it accessible to the audience.

IDIA Uttar Pradesh Chapter conducted a virtual Legal Awareness Session in
October 2021, in collaboration with the Sadbhavna Trust, Lucknow. The team
sensitized more than 50 girls and women on various important topics including
issues such as domestic violence and the legal remedies available against the
same, reaching out to police, and various government scholarships and
schemes.
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CAPACITY BUILDING PROGRAMMES
Some of the beneficiaries of our various training and capacity building
programmes in 2021 were students with visual impairment, law school faculty
members, and middle school students in under resourced government schools.
Read on for more information!

English Seekho programme
The English Seekho project aims to teach spoken and written English to underprivileged and
marginalised children studying in classes VI, VII and VII in the state of Chhattisgarh. The
programme was initiated in August 2021. As our Founder, late Prof. (Dr.) Shamnad Basheer
said, “Proficiency in English is not a test of intelligence, wit or wisdom. It is a mere matter of
privilege and we want to bust this.” In line with his philosophy, we started the project with the
hope of bridging this inaccessibility by empowering and training children from an early age.
Through the Project, we aim to improve students’ proficiency in comprehending the English
language including their reading, writing, speaking, and listening skills, and equip them with
the necessary skills and confidence to become effective leaders in the future. The programme
currently teaches around 100 students from various districts of Chhattisgarh through our
robust team of student volunteers who are guided and mentored by Kirtikar Srivatsava
(Director) and others from IDIA.

Project Lawgic
Project Lawgic was initiated with an aim to develop easy to understand, bite sized modules for
middle school students on relevant concepts and philosophical paradigms of law and
Constitution. Rather than looking at the law with doubt, disbelief or obscurity, young students
could have a more contextualised understanding of legal concepts, and not with the same
dubious dread that some may have for algebra, quantum physics or other advanced technical
subjects. Unlike such deep scientific concepts, the law is part of our daily interaction in a direct
and real manner and hence we believe the endeavour by IDIA, in helping young students
develop an aptitude and understanding of the law, will be in the long term, an immense gift to
society. The pilot project will be rolled out in the state of Odisha in 2022.
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Digital Literacy for Students with visual impairment
In collaboration with Enable India, IDIA conducted online training for visually impaired
students from different law schools across the country on basics of computers, usage of screen
reader, MS Office, and legal databases. Core skills including email writing, documenting,
formatting, citation, and plagiarism check were also taught. Around 25 students registered for
the programme.

English Classes for students with visual impairment
In collaboration with Indic AI, IDIA conducted English classes for our scholars with visual
impairment. The programme was a peer conducted course for three months where scholars
had the chance to practice the English language through reading, listening, and speaking
activities!

Inclusive education workshop for Educators
IDIA conducted a workshop to introduce educators to teaching methods that allow alignment
of abilities and needs of students with disabilities with learning goals. Towards this objective,
the workshop addressed different themes such as - 1) content accessibility, 2) classroom
presentation methodology, and 3) reasonable accommodations for students with disabilities
during academics and examination, including but not limited to evaluation, accessibility of the
learning management systems used by the university, making the library material including
virtual library accessible and guiding stakeholders on accessible material creation.

Mental Wellness Sessions
It was a challenging year for all of us in different ways, given the pandemic. We realised it
was particularly challenging for students who were coping with online classes, family
situations, absence of in-person peer interactions, etc. Our endeavour was to provide a
platform to address - 1) the importance of good mental health, 2) help identify and mitigate
risk factors for stress, anxiety, and depression, and 3) help develop coping mechanisms to lead
a healthy and balanced lifestyle. We started a sustained mental wellness programme where
scholars have access to online consultation with psychologists to address their mental health
concerns.
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DIVERSITY SURVEY
2021-22
Law schools have over the years become bastions
of elitism and homogeneity. Several factors have
contributed like the skyrocketing fee structure at
many leading law schools, expensive private
coaching as a requisite to prepare for entrance
exams and a lack of awareness about law as a
career among students from remote areas of the
country. IDIA conducted its annual diversity survey
across leading NLUs to capture the extent of
diversity in Indian law schools. The 2020-21
diversity survey report highlighted that there are
serious diversity deficits when it comes to regional
representation, representation of minorities,
gender ratio, and points towards economic and
urban elitism.
The survey report highlighted the potential areas
for immediate attention and reform, and
accordingly, offered some suggestions to make
law school education more inclusive.
The survey was conducted through a
questionnaire administered to all first-year
students at top 5 NLUs (as per the preference of
students), namely (i) NLSIU, Bengaluru; (ii)
NALSAR, Hyderabad; (iii) WBNUJS, Kolkata; (iv)
NLU, Delhi; and (v) NLU, Jodhpur. The responses
were recorded anonymously in order to encourage
honest answers from students.
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

There are serious diversity deficits
when it comes to regional
representation, representation of
minorities, gender ratio, and points
towards economic and urban
elitism.
Highlights the potential areas for
immediate attention and reform,
and accordingly, offered some
suggestions to make law school
education more inclusive.
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THREE CHEERS FOR OUR SCHOLARS!
It is a proud moment for IDIA to see our Scholars excel in law school and beyond!
Hearty congratulations to the following IDIA Scholars for securing placements with some of the
best in the legal field Mukesh Seju (NLSIU 2022 Batch) - Cyril Amarchand Mangaldas, Delhi.
Sundershyam Bhanot (NALSAR 2022 Batch) - Saraf and Partners
Deepti Shinde (NLU Jodhpur 2022 Batch) - Shardul Amarchand Mangaldas, Mumbai.
Anoop (NLU Delhi 2022 Batch) - Senior Legal Executive at HCL, Delhi NCR.
Sandeep Golani (NLU Odisha 2022 Batch) - Saraf and Partners

MUKESH SEJU

SUNDERSHYAM BHANOT

ANOOP
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WELCOMING NEW MEMBERS TO THE IDIA FAMILY

Kirtikar Srivastava - Kirtikar is a Director at IDIA. He completed his B.A. LL.B. (Hons.) from the
West Bengal National University of Juridical Sciences, Kolkata in 2018. He worked with AZB &
Partners for over two years. At IDIA, Kirtikar heads the national scholar development vertical –
CHAMPS. He has also conducted the annual IDIA Diversity Survey in the leading National Law
Universities and co-authored the survey reports. He also oversees the operations of the
Hyderabad, Odisha, Uttar Pradesh, Pune and Tamil Nadu Chapters.
Sabah Mistry - Sabah is Chief Operations Officer at IDIA. Sabah has over 20 years of work
experience in the Banking, Early Child Care, Learning and Real Estate Sectors. Over the last few
years she has worked with a Diversity and Inclusion company called Working With Pride whose
aim is to make corporate India inclusion friendly. She is passionate about Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion. Sabah currently handles all India operations at IDIA.

Kirtikar Srivastava

Sabah Mistry

Director at IDIA

Chief Operations Officer at IDIA
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COVID RELIEF WORK BY IDIA IN 2021

Distribution Drives
Through 6 distribution drives in 2021, we distributed essential provisions such as dry food
items, hygiene products and masks that would be enough to sustain 2000 families in 12 villages
for at least 15 days. These drives were conducted in the remote areas of Sundarbans in West
Bengal. In addition to the distribution of essentials, we incentivised people with an egg for a
plastic bag and collected over 150 kgs of plastic during our drives. Sunderbans is an
ecologically sensitive area and the plastic waste poses a serious threat.
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Construction of Houses in Beleghata Slum
In the last quarter, due to the cyclones that hit West Bengal, many lost their only homes
including the people of Beleghata Slum. IDIA supported them by rebuilding 15 houses in the
community so that they had places to keep them safe from climate and pandemic threats.
Previously, IDIA had helped the Beleghata slum community fight for their rights when they
were illegally evicted in 2017. Our founder, Late Prof. (Dr.) Shamnad Basheer used to visit
Beleghata regularly when he was teaching at WBNUJS, Kolkata. During COVID-19, most of them
lost their livelihood and we sent them rations to help them get by.
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Isolation Center In Rural West Bengal
IDIA set up an “Isolation Center” in Murokahli, Sunderbans with 5 beds for people with mild
symptoms of COVID-19 who face lack of resources such as space, medicines, and medical
equipment to self-isolate before hospitalisation. The center had medicines, food, and other
basic facilities. It could also accommodate people from 5 nearby villages.

Boat Ambulance
In Sundarbans, many remote villages are best accessible through the waterways. We set up a
boat ambulance in one such remote village - Purba Sripatinagar. The boat ambulance was
equipped with medicines, thermometer, pulse oximeter, sanitisers, mineral water, PPE kits for
attendants and boatman etc. It reduced the time needed to reach the nearby hospital by half.
We assisted 65 villagers to get tested for COVID 19 by providing transportation to Madhabnagar
Government Hospital, which is 2 hours away.
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Distribution Of Pulse Oximeters In Himachal Pradesh
300 pulse oximeters were handed over on a returnable basis to the authorities and hospitals of
Kullu and Lahaul Spiti for being lent to people with COVID symptoms. Some were also reserved
for community use. 100 digital thermometers were also distributed. This initiative is being
carried out in collaboration with Smriti Parsheera, Abhishek Parsheera and Shaili Parsheera.

Database of medical resources in about 10 districts in West bengal
IDIA maintained a database of leads for various medical resources including hospital beds,
oxygen cylinders, oxygen concentrators, medicines, home testing, blood / plasma donation
centres, ambulance services, online doctor consultations, etc. This database was maintained
for 10 districts in West Bengal and were updated twice a day by volunteers.

Webinar on “Covid-19 Vaccination; Myths & Truth”
On 12th May 2021, in Collaboration with the Bar Association of Sikkim, we organized a webinar
on “Covid-19 Vaccination; Myths & Truth”. The resource person for the webinar was Dr.
Phumzay Denzongpa, Director RCH cum State Immunisation Officer. The session busted
various local myths like drinking alcohol will help to fight covid, pregnant women should not
take vaccination, etc. The session was later also telecasted on online news portal Sikkim
Chronicle.
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OUR EXPANDING NETWORK OF PARTNERS
AND SUPPORTERS!
Internship Partners in 2021
Allen & Overy, Singapore
Indus Action
Uber India.

Scholar development partners
Courses - Lawctopus Law School, Worldwise, Wizlaw
Professional Skills Training - Vahura
English training - Inlingua

Training & Materials Partners
Career Launcher
Legal Edge
Manu Law Classes
Aceing CLAT
Indiclaw

Scholar Support Partner
Foundation for excellence (scholar support)
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